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ABSTRACT
SPADs (Single-Photon Avalanche Diodes) are the viable photodetectors for most single-photon counting and photontiming applications. Some custom SPAD and many complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) SPADs have been
reported in literature, with quite different performance and some excelling in just few of them, but often at different
operating conditions. Proper performance assessment can be done through figures of merit able to summarize the typical
SPAD performance (i.e. photon detection efficiency, dark counting rate, afterpulsing probability, hold-off time, and timing
jitter) and to identify a proper metric for SPAD comparisons, when used either as single pixel detectors or in imaging
arrays. We present a comparison among some imager architectures and SPAD detectors and arrays in either photoncounting, timing, or imaging applications.
Keywords: Single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD), photon counting, CMOS imagers, figure of merit.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since ‘60s, Single-Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) have been deeply studied and used in several fields where singlephoton sensitivity is required such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [1], fluorescence lifetime imaging
(FLIM) [2], positron emission tomography (PET) [3], as well as laser (LIDAR/LADAR) [4] and 3-D optical ranging [5].
In all these applications, the intensity and time-dependent waveform of very faint optical signals can be acquired by
counting photons (photon-counting) in real-time, within time-bins down to the microsecond time scale. Also, the
waveforms of very fast events, down to the picosecond time-scale, can be reconstructed by repetitively acquiring the arrival
time (photon-timing), exploiting Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting (TCSPC) for building the histogram.
Although many single-photon sensitive devices already existed, SPADs have gained attention because of some
advantages over photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and multi-channel plates (MCPs), which require high bias voltages, are
bulky and sensitive to magnetic fields, and cannot be integrated with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
electronics. Conversely, SPADs are small, rugged, easy to integrate in large array, and are insensitive to magnetic fields,
making them suitable for medicine and space application [6]. Until ten years ago, SPADs were fabricated solely through
fully custom processes, whose flexibility provided devices with thick depleted regions, engineered electric fields, and
dedicated annealing steps and gettering processes for minimizing lattice damages for improving noise, yield, and
uniformity. Custom SPADs provide best-in-class performance in terms of detection efficiency, noise and timing jitter [7][12]. However, because of dedicated processes and the impossibility to integrate proper quenching and processing
electronics with the detector, custom SPADs are best suited for single- or some- (up to about a hundred) pixel arrays [13].
From the early 2000s onwards, it was possible to exploit standard CMOS technologies to fabricate SPADs, with the main
advantage of monolithic integration on the same chip of photodetectors, analog avalanche sensing and quenching
electronics, and digital electronics for implementing smart photon-counting and photon-timing on-chip processing, which
are a viable solution to bulky and expensive intensified (I-CCDs) or electron-multiplying charge-coupled devices (EMCCDs).
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In the last years, many groups worldwide developed different SPAD structures in different CMOS technology nodes [14]
-[28] for coping with the different issues, but with measurements acquired in different experimental conditions (e.g.
breakdown voltage, excess bias, hold-off time, average count rate, wavelength, etc.), which better maximized the target
data, and often claimed to have reached the novel state-of-the-art performance in one or another parameter. In such a maze
of variables and measurements, it is difficult to make a fair comparison between different SPAD designs and CMOS
technologies, and to envision a clear trend, unless a subset of representative parameters is found. To this purpose, we
proposed [29] a comprehensive Figure-of-Merit (FoM) based on well-assessed typical SPAD performance, like photon
detection efficiency, noise, dead-time, timing jitter, fill-factor [30], and other well-known quality meters, like Signal-toNoise Ratio, Noise Equivalent Power, and Detectivity, in different application fields (photon-counting and photon-timing)
and either as single pixels or as SPAD array imagers.

2. CMOS SPAD PERFORMANCE
Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) is defined as the ratio of the number of detected photons and the number of photons
incident on the photoactive area and it depends on absorption probability and on triggering efficiency [30]. Apart from
signal fluctuations due to its own Poisson statistics, SPAD’s main noise source is due to dark counts, which are either
uncorrelated or correlated to signal photons. The uncorrelated contribution is due to ignitions caused by carriers generated
through either Shockley-Read-Hall processes, trap-assisted tunneling (TAT), or Poole-Frenkel emission and is referred to
as Dark Counting Rate (DCR) [30]. Instead, correlated noise comes from different sources, such as optical and electrical
crosstalk (among different pixels) and afterpulsing (within the same pixel). The latter is caused by carriers that get trapped
during an avalanche current pulse and are then released, when the SPAD is biased above breakdown (V BD), thus igniting
an “afterpulse”. In order to reduce the afterpulsing probability (PAP), a dead-time TDEAD, (from tens to hundreds of
nanoseconds) is enforced to the SPAD after each ignition, for waiting for the trapped carriers release. Finally, the SPAD
timing jitter (photon-timing precision) is the statistical spread of output pulse on-set compared to the true photon arrival
time [31] and is quoted by the Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the distribution histogram (see Fig. 1).
Single-photon detectors are exploited in three main approaches, namely photon-counting (for measuring the intensity of
slowly varying optical signals, in the µs range), photon-timing (for reconstructing very fast optical waveforms, in the ps
range, or the “time-of-flight”) and photon-imaging (for acquiring one- or two-dimensional images of a specimen). For the
former two, one or few dozen independent detectors usually suffice, whereas imaging requires large arrays at least hundreds
of detectors, hence pixel pitch and fill-factor do play an important role.
In photon-counting, SPAD performance can be quoted with the following FoM [29]:

FoM C = PDE 

Area 1 - PAP

DCR TDEAD

where the subscript “C” stands for “counting” application, Area is the SPAD active area, and 1/TDEAD is the maximum
achievable photon flux. Table I in Ref. [29] shows the FOMC values computed for a large number of custom SPADs,
CMOS SPADs, and SiPMs; as can be seen, typical values range from 0.01 √𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∙ 𝑚 to 1,000 √𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∙ 𝑚. Of course,
since PDE depends on photon wavelength, spot FoMC values could be quoted for application-specific wavelengths or an
average PDE value could be used as representative over the range of interest.
In photon-timing, SPAD performance can be quoted with the following FoM [29]:

FoM T = PDE 

Area 1 - PAP
1


DCR TDEAD FWHM

where the subscript “T” stands for “timing” application, As for FOMC, Table I in Ref. [29] shows also the FOMT values
computed for a large number of custom SPADs, CMOS SPADs, and SiPMs; as can be seen, typical values range from 1
m2/s to 108 m2/s. Also similar to FoMC, PDE should be evaluated at the specific wavelength of the desired application or
the PDE average could be computed over the range of interest. Concerning SiPMs, Ref. [29] provides some comments and
more insight.
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Fig. 1. Typical timing waveform of a SPAD, with its Gaussian intrinsic “fast” response, with its Full-Width at Half Maximum, and the “slow” diffusion
tail response (in dashed red line), whose attack (distance from the peak) and duration (the time constant) could adversely impact the SPAD timing
performance, given the desired Signal-to-Noise ratio SNR, defined as the ratio between the timing peak and the noise background.

Concerning imaging applications, CMOS SPADs typically have worst performance than custom SPADs, but they can be
integrated together with on-chip electronics, resulting in monolithic large arrays with thousands of pixels, which can
provide either 2D, 3D (distance-resolved), or time-resolved images and movies. In most imaging applications, the sensor
is used to count the number of incoming photons, either in free-running or in gated-mode. For this reason, the imaging
FoMI can be derived starting from FoMC, by further adding three fundamental parameters for array imagers: i) fill-factor;
ii) number of pixels; iii) maximum frame-rate. Another important item is crosstalk probability among pixels, but this value
is not usually reported in literature as it is generally negligible, thus we will not consider it. Hence, FoMI should take into
account efficiency, noise, fill-factor (FF), number of pixels (N), maximum frame-rate (fMAX), and maximum count rate:

FoM I = PDE 

 MAX
DCR

 FF  N  f MAX

Table III in Ref. [29] shows the FOMI values computed for a large number of CMOS SPAD imagers; as can be seen,
typical values range from 5 √𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∙ 𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒/𝑠 to 105 √𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∙ 𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒/𝑠.

Fig. 2:

Spectral Photon Detection Efficiency for some CMOS technologies and custom SPADs for comparison (see Ref. [29] for details).
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We reviewed a large number of papers on Silicon SPADs and SiPMs presented in scientific literature or commercially
available [29], representing the state-of-the-art SPAD-based pixels, fabricated in both custom and CMOS technologies,
with their main parameters and corresponding FoMC and FoMT values. The analyzed SPAD technologies are seven: custom
technologies, two submicron (0.8 µm and 0.35 µm), and three deep-submicron (0.18 µm, 0.13 µm and 90 nm) technologies,
and single-cells of digital and analog SiPMs. Among CMOS SPADs, the performance of “older” nodes show minor spread:
this is related to the fabrication of almost “standard” structure devices (i.e. shallow p-diffusion in n-well, with p-doped
guard-ring). On the contrary, for scaled devices, different structures were proposed: some implemented a standard structure
device; others (e.g. [20] and [26]) presented a reverse n+/p-well structure; while these structures are not amenable to scaling
and thus to improve fill-factor in SPAD arrays, [19] presented an STI-bounded SPAD, where Shallow Trenches Isolation
(STI) are used as guard-ring in place of low-doped diffusions, thus allowing to shrink SPAD dimension down to 2 µm.
Nonetheless, all those structures proved to be very noisy because of the high doping concentrations and consequently high
electric fields (typical of scaled technologies), which boost tunneling and ﬁeld-enhanced carrier generation effects.
Fig. 2 shows the spectral PDE of custom and CMOS highest efficiency SPADs. Thick custom SPADs present higher
PDE in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) because of the wider absorption region (and higher V BD) than CMOS ones. The SPAD
in Ref. [14] (0.35µm technology) reaches the highest peak PDE in the Near Ultra-Violet (NUV) thanks to the use of shallow
diffusions that defines the SPAD active volume, but the efficiency drops down in the NIR. Almost no PDE trend is visible
moving from submicron to deep sub-micron technologies: indeed the PDE is strictly related to the SPAD design and only
marginally dependent on the employed technology node. For instance, the aforementioned alternative deep sub-micron
implementations reach lower fields and have wider depleted zone, thus exhibiting enhanced and broader spectral response.
Conversely, lower PDE values are achieved by standard p+/n-well junction, whose high doping concentrations cause a
shrink of the depleted layer width.
Concerning the imaging performance,

Table I reports the performance of SPAD arrays designed only for photon counting imaging applications [5], [15], [17],
[32]-[38]. The table does not include arrays for timing applications with integrated TDC (Time-to-Digital Converters),
because the performance of these sensors depends much more on the time electronics than on the SPADs itself. These timeresolved imagers will be discussed in the following Section.

3. TIME-RESOLVED IMAGERS
At POLIMI we developed microelectronic sensor chip comprising arrays of smart-pixels, with SPADs and digital
counters for configurable photon counting applications [39] and also more complex time-resolved imagers with SPADs
and photon-timing electronics for acquiring the arrival time of single photons [40]. The smart pixel for time-resolved
imagers is usually based on a SPAD detector and a TDC. We developed arrays with different sizes (32x32, 16x32, 60x1),
SPAD diameters (30 µm – 135 µm) and fill-factors, in a 0.35 µm high-voltage CMOS technology, automotive qualified.

Table I: Main imager parameters for several SPAD arrays and their imaging figure of merit.

Ref.
[32]
[33]
[15]
[5]
[34]
[17]
[35]
[36] I
[36] II
[37]
[38]

Shutter Processing
Global
Rolling
Global
Rolling
Rolling

Multiplex.
Event-driven
Event-driven
Parallel
Parallel
Multiplex.
Multiplex.
Multiplex.
Multiplex.
Multiplex.
Multiplex.

# Pixels

Bits /
pixel

Pitch
(µm)

FF PDE DCR
(%) (%) (cps)

32×32
64×48
4×112
64×32
60×48
64×4
32×32
1024×8
1024×8
128×96
512×128

1
1
1
9+9+9
8+8
8
1
1
1
10
1

58
45
25
150
85
26
75
24
24
44.65
24

1.14
9.6
12.57
3.14
0.53
34
8
4.90
44.30
3.19
5

12
26
40
50
35
32
42.4
6
23
28
46

350
370
750
100
245
1000
7000
80
5700
100
366

fMAX
(kfps)

Power
(mW)

FoMI
(√count∙kframe/s)

70
70
70
100
46
150
70
0.95
0.95
70
156

6
50
35
200
40
1,650

131
4,465
225
15,434
393
661
116
41
168
7,685
122,911
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Fig. 3: Example of one pixel of a 32x32 time-resolved imager, containing a 30 µm SPAD, with a 150 µm pitch, 3.14% fill-factor, a 10-bit TDC for
“photon timing” (e.g. FLIM and TOF LIDAR) with 390 ps LSB, 400 ns FSR, a 6-bit counter for “photon-counting” (2D imaging) at 100,000 frame/s.

Usually squared arrays are interesting for 3D ranging applications where scanning must be avoided; while linear arrays
are more suitable for bioimaging, microscopy, and spectroscopy applications, since they can reach higher frame-rate and
provide higher fill-factor, though they provide just one or a few rows of detectors. For example linear arrays can be
investigated in portable time-resolved Raman Spectroscopy systems, becoming the enabling technology to distinguish
Raman stimulated emission from fluorescence background, by exploiting the arrival time of emitted photons.
In the time-resolved SPAD imager discussed in Ref. [40], both photon-counting and photon-timing electronics have been
implemented within the sensor. In photon-counting mode, for 2D imaging, a 6-bit counter provide a result proportional to
the intensity of the light emitted/reflected by the objects in the scene or the biological specimen under observation. In
photon-timing mode, for 3D distance-resolved ranging, the integrated TDC is split in coarse counter (for providing a long
dynamic range) and a fine interpolator (for sub-nanosecond time stamping), in order to measure the accurate time-of-flight
or fluorescence decay of the sample. The time bin is adjustable from 312 ps (with 10 bit resolution) to 10 ns (with 6 bit
resolution), i.e. from 5 cm to 3 m distance resolution in 3D ranging, when using a 100 MHz reference clock. The power
consumption of the chip at the maximum resolution and speed is lower than 1 W, whereas the total power consumption of
the entire camera is 2.5 W. Compared to other arrays of SPADs and TDCs presented in literature, this sensor shows better
linearity and state-of-the-art SPAD performance [29] [39] [40], though timing resolution was kept lower to allow the
integration of one TDC per SPAD, with no need of any multiplexing and photon loss. The depth precision in 3D ranging
applications is improved by accumulating a large number of conversion (> 500) and then computing the centroid of the
acquired histogram of photons arrival times, thus reaching millimeter precisions, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Example of 3D acquisitions with the time-resolved SPAD imager reported in Ref. [40] when using a 90 mW laser power at 670 nm wavelength,
at 10 m distance from the objects (namely a person, a small sphynx and another statue, both about 20cm in height), reaching 0.4 mmRMS precision, after
250 ms integration time [41]. The image at the center and at the right hand side have been acquired by scanning the 32x32 imager 10 x 5 times, in order
to achieve a final resolution of 320x160.
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Table II: Comparison of some time-resolved SPAD imagers reported in literature. The first one it the imager reported in Ref. [40].

Work

Technology
[nm]

Architecture

DCR
per area
@20°C
[Hz/μ2]

Peak
PDE
[%]

Fill
Factor
[%]

TDC
LSB
[ps]

TDC
range
[ns]

DNL
pp
[%LSB]

INL
pp
[%LSB]

Precision
rms
[ps]

SPADlab
Array

350

32x32 SPAD
32x32 TDC

0.021

50

3.14

390

400

±5%
(19.5 ps)

±22%
(86 ps)

257

M.
Gersbach,
2012

130

32x32 SPAD
32x32 TDC

189

35

2.3

119

120

±40%
(48 ps)

±120%
(150 ps)

101.3

C.
Veerappan,
2011

130

160x128 SPAD
160x128 TDC

318

12

1

55

55

±30%
(17 ps)

±200%
(110 ps)

59.4

C. Niclass,
2013

180

340x96 SPAD
32 TDC

6

20

14

97.6

100

±8%
(8 ps)

±189%
(185 ps)

106.2

D. Stoppa,
2009

130

32x32 SPAD
32x32 TAC
32x32 ADC

1273

35

3.14

160

20.5

±35%
(56 ps)

±95%
(152 ps)

255

M.
Perenzoni,
2017

150

64x64 dSiPM
(4x2 SPADs
each)
64x64 TDC

59

?

26.5

250

13884

±20%
(50 ps)

±400%
(1 ns)

331

In literature, other time-resolved SPAD imagers have been reported so far. Table II summarizes the performance of some
of them. As can be seen, the number of pixel is always limited to some kpixels for technology nodes between 0.35 µm and
150 nm. Other implementations in deep submicron nodes are being published in the last years, with more complex
electronics and higher pixel count, but usually poorer SPAD detection performance. For example the best performing
timing electronics in Table II is reached with a poor 12% peak PDE and 1% fill-factor, while the highest fill-factor of
26.5% results in the worse TDC precision.
The timing electronics could be based on Time-to-Analog Converters (TACs), which are best-in-class in timing
performance and linearity (e.g., in Ref. [17], with 160 ps LSB). However, Time-to-Digital Converters (TDCs) are much
smaller and provide easier integrability. Moreover TDCs offer excellent linearity if sliding-scale is exploited. Concerning
the array readout mode, it can be conceived in two different approaches. In the “time-driven” technique, every pixel is
readout at every frame, so to result in smaller complexity, but longer readout time. Instead, “event-driven” arrays rely on
the readout of only those pixels that experienced a photon detection (or an unwelcome dark-count event), while all other
pixels are skipped, thus resulting in higher frame rate [e.g. in Ref. [15] and Ref. [33]). Finally, the placement of the timing
electronics strongly impacts on the overall fill-factor and architecture scalability. When integrated into each pixel, the
architecture offers high parallelism, high throughput and easier microelectronics layout. Instead, when the timing
electronics is shared between neighboring pixels, it requires lower area occupation, but it is suitable only as long as the
detection rate is sufficiently low, not to cause too high photon loss.
In some applications requiring photon timing information, the unwelcome contribution of a high background (e.g. the
sun light or the light “polluted” environment) could drastically corrupt the overall functionality of the time-resolved SPAD
imager, so sensitive to light to cause saturation of the detector or of the timing electronics. For example, in 3D ranging
sensor for autonomous driving, the imager must be operative even in extremely challenging environmental conditions,
under direct sun light, in front of the high beams of incoming vehicles, and so on. Possible solutions should be implemented
on the “optical” path, e.g. through narrow-wavelength filters centred at the laser illumination wavelength, and even on the
chip design. For example, by putting more SPADs in parallel could allow to implement smart detection technique, where
the TDC be triggered only when two or more SPADs are triggered at the same time, within a sub-nanosecond coincidence
window. In this way, the 3D-ranging chip could possibly reject background photons, being usually uncorrelated and random
in arrival time, while back-reflected signal photons concurrently trigger the parallelized SPADs. Some papers are being
presented in literature based on this technique.
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Conclusions
We discussed the performance of CMOS SPAD detectors, by analysing the main SPAD parameters and the figures-ofmerit proposed in Ref. [29] to assess the performance in real photon-timing, photon-counting and imaging applications,
with a single (or a few) pixel or a full CMOS SPAD array imager for the acquisition of both 2D photon-counting and 3D
photon-timing images. CMOS SPADs are the only choice to provide real imaging at the single-photon level. Among
different CMOS SPADs, state-of-the-art devices are designed in 0.35 µm technologies, where very low DCR and very
large (30-100µm) SPAD diameters are fabricated, at the expenses of large (5 mm x 5 mm) chips with just 1k – 2k pixel
count. Instead, more scaled technologies allow exploiting advanced cross-sections, hence benefiting of much smaller pitch,
chip dimensions, and higher (up to 10k-15k) pixel-count, but at the drawback of very small SPAD dimensions (few
micrometer diameters) and higher noise per active area.
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